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so. Introduction. 

Probably the most secure feature of ~elativistic quantun 

theory is the physical-region analytic structure: the singula

rities of any scattering function are confined to certain sur

faces, called Landau-Nakanishi surfaces(l), or Landau surfaces 

for short, and in a: neighborhood of any ~egular pOint of such 

a surface the scattering function is, normally, the boundary 

value of a function holomorphic on a certain specified kind of 

domain. Moreover, if all the relevant particles have strictly 

positive mass then the singularity on the Landau surface speci

fied by 'f. 0, at a regular point with grad 9 ~ 0, normally has 

the form A cfA (log '/) v where A' is non-singular, A.! N - 2n 

+ l, v· 1 or 0 according as A is a non-negative integer on 

not, and N and n are the numbers of internal lines and 

vertices in the "Landau diagram" associated with this Landau 

surface(2). These analytic properties seem quite secure because 

they follow from general properties that do not depend on the 

short-range (i. e., high-energy) contributions-, that can lead to. ultraviolet 

divergences. Moreover, this physical-~egion singularity struc

ture is the momentum-space form of an asymptotic spacetime 

structure that corresponds to ciassical physics in just the way 

demanded by the correspondence principle: the physical-region 

momentum-space singularity structure corresponds to the classi

cal property that a stable particle, left undisturbed, moves 

with constant velocity, and neither disappears nor generates 
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clones of itself, in the course of an undisturbed motion~4) -

This correspondence-principle connection evidently requi

res that this same form ~(log r)v be maintained modulo 

weaker singularities in the presence of radiative corrections 

coming from massless particles. For, an electron appears 

neither to disappear nor generate clones of itself during its 

asymptotic motion, as it would be effectively forced to do 

if A or. v were altered by the effects of the massless 

photons. 

Several difficulties block the direct extension of the 

earlier calculations of the values of A and v to cases in 

which (radiative) corrections due to exchange of photons, which 

are massless, are included. The first is the infrared diver

gence: straightforward perturbative calculations lead to diver

gent integrals, when they are confined to mass-shell manifoldS. 

The essential ideas needed to circumvent these divergences are 

well-known(5): one must separate out for special treatment the 

classical part of the problem, and use the fact that photons 

of sufficiently small energy are not observed. These ideas 

allow the calculations to be reorganized according to the 

principle that the classical part must be treated as a whole. 

These ideas have recently been applied to the problem of 

the elucidation of the effects of radiative corrections on the 

singularity structure of scattering functions, and on the 

asymptotic behavior in spacetime~6,7) In ref.6 the photon 

interaction was separated into a "classical" part and a "quan-
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tum" part. The contributions from "classical photons",which 

by definition have "classical" couplings at each end, can then 

be treated exactly, without using any limiting procedure in~ 

volving a fictitious nonzero photon mass, and these classical 

contributions sum to a unitary operator. The expected asymp-

totic behavior in spacetime demanded by the correspondence 

principle was then deduced, under the condition that the radia

tive corrections that arise from (massless) photons coupled 

via the residual'''quantum" couplings lead to no infrared diver

gences, and to no disruption of the dominant contributions to 

the physical-region singularity structure described above. 

The dominant term arising from the quantum coupling has 

in place of the usual photon coupling factor rather the 

factor y ~. Here ~ = k Vy . ,. the quantities 
~ v are compo-

nents of the photon momentum-energy vectori and the y~ a~e 

Dirac matrices. The extra factor ~,which vanishes at k = 0, 

is expected to remove all infrared divergences. But if one 

wishes to examine the asymptotic behavior in spacetime, or the 

corresponding momentum-space analytic structure, then difficul-

ties still remain. These arise from the singular character of 

the photon propagator (k2+iO) -1 -at k = O. 

In the present context the usual procedure for avoiding this 

?roblem by introducing a fictitious photon mass ~, which is 

set to zero at the end of the computation is not efficient. 

For'the character of the singularity surface 2 2 
k - ~ = 0 

changes abruptly when the photon mass ~ is set to zero, and 
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this ohange induoes an abrupt ohange in the oharaoter of the 

singularity on or near the Landau surfaoe 'f = 0, when the 

photon mass is set to zero. For example, if we oonsider the 

(renormalized) Feynman function for the self-energy diagram 

----6- ' the exponent A at the threshold p2:1 (m+l.d 2 is 
U 

equal to 1/2 for u 'F 0 and equal· to 1 for 

u = o. Thus one is left with the highly nontrivial problem of 

proving that the u + 0 limiting procedure yields preoisely 

the answer that would be obtained if one used the true pro

pagator (k2+10)-l~ 

Our approach is to deal directly with the photon propa

gator (k2+iO)-l, without introduoing any limiting prooedure. 

This makes the mathematical situation different in prinoiple 

from the familiar one assooiated with the propagators of mas

sive partioles. The main oontent of this paper oonsists, then, 

basioally of a rigorous treatment of th.e problems associated· 

with the singular oharaoter of the photon propagator at k = 0, 

in the context of the simplest nontrivial example. 

The initial problem in setting up such a formulation is 

to give well-defined meaning to photon propagator (k2+iO)-l. 

This is done in §l, where a rigorous meaning is given to the 

formal expression 

(0.1) 
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and its k~ -k transform 

(0.2) 

Here, and in 
3 

t(2 = r k 2. 
j =1 j 

,. 
what follows, k denotes 

The apparent ambiguity of 

Ckl , k2 , k
3
), and 

o CkO±/F)( 2ko)-1 at 

k = 0 will be removed in § 1, and (k2+iO) -1 will then be 

expressed (in two different ways) as a sum of two well-defined 

hyperfunctions. (Cf.· (1.10». Each of the two terms in either 

of those expressions has important properties which we will· 

exploit. But in none of these terms is there a separation of 

the singularities into two disjoint parts, one confined to the 

region of positive photon energy and the other confined to the 

region of negative photon energy. This separation holds for 

the massive particle case, and it plays an important role in 

the usual derivations of singularity properties. The failure 

of these properties forces us to devise new methods, i~ order 

to deal with the k =- 0 contributions. 

A specific aim of our analysis is to show that in our 

simple case the discontinuity around the singularity surface 

under consideration is given by Cutkosky-type formulas~8) 

This property does not hold for the original Feynman function, 

with photon couplings y, because of infrared divergences. 
1.l 

In particular, for our case in which the external particles 
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are all neutral the original Feynman function is well-defined 

(i.e., it is infrared finite), and so is the discontinuity. 

But the expression for the discontinuity obtained from the 

~ .. 0 limiting procedure'is a sum of four Cutkosky-type func

tions each of which is infrared divergent. In our case, with 

couplings y~, we find, in the end, that the discontinuity 
~ 

is given by the same Cutkosky-type formula that was formally 

obtained from the ~ .. 0 limiting procedure. Now, however, 

the four discontinuities are·, as expected, infrared finite, 

due to the extra power of k in each quantum coupling. The 

formula allows one to exhibit explicitly'the 'character of the 

singularity at 'I = 0, and confirms that the character of the 

dominant singularity is not altered by the radiative correc

tions,as was demanded in ref. 6. 

The scattering functions, considered as functions of 

real momentum vectors, are hyperfunctions: in a sufficiently 

small real open neighborhood 0 of any point p, the scatter

ing function f(p.') can be represented as a sum of terms, 

each of which 1s a boundary value fj(p') of a function 

fj(P'+iq') that is holomorphic on an open region P'E 0, 

q' E r j , where r
J 

is a domain that tends to an open cone with 

vertex at q.' =- 0 as q r tends to zero. We use the framework 

of microlocal analysis, which is described in refs ~, lQ. 

Very briefly, the formalism rests on the concept of the 

"singularity spectrum" of a hyperfunction. For each point 

x=-C x . • • x) in a real manifold M where the hyperfuncl' , n 
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tion is not analytic there is a set of pairs (x; I=I w), where 

the "cotangential" components w(~O), which are defined up to a 

strictly positive scalar multiple, are determined as-duaU q 

of the set of allowed directions along which the real point 

x is to be approached if the hyperfunction is to be represent

ed as a sum of boundary values of holomorphic functions. The 

totality of such pairs (x; i=Iw) is called the singularity 

spectrum of f, and it is denoted as S.S.f. (The singularity 

spectrum is, by its definition, a subset of the (pure imaginary) 

spherical cotangent bundle, which is usually denoted I=I S*M.) 

Two important properties of hyperfunctions used repeatedly 

in this work are: 

(A) The product f = II f of finitely many hyperfunctions 
R.(:L 1. 

is a well-defined hyperfunction at x if there is no solu-

tion to =.-w=O a >0, , 1.-

where L(x) = {R.~L; fR. is not analytic at x} and each wR.. 

(R.E- L(x» belongs to a pair (x;.r.:r wR.) associated with fR. 

(i. e., (x; r-!' w 1.) belongs to the singularity spectrum of f g). 

If there is no such solution w = 0 then the singularity spec

trum of- f over the base pOint x is contained in the set of 

pairs (x; I=! w) such that w is a solution of the above 

set of equations. (Cf. Ref. 10, p.l09.) 

(B) If f(x,y) is a hyperfunction then the integral F(x) = 
fdYf(X,y) is a well-defined hyperfunction provided the sup

port of f(x,y) in y, as x ranges over a compact set, is 

compact. Further)the singularity spectrum of F(x) is 
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confined to the set of pairs (x;;=r u) such that «x,y); 

(t=! u, ;.:r·0)) is in the singularity spectrum of f(x,y). 

In particular, F(x) is analytic if there is no pOint of the 

form (x,y; (I=I u, ;=r·0)) (u~O) in the singularity spectrum 

of f(x,y), provided that the condition on the support of 

f(x,y) is satisfied. 

In §l, we define (k2+iO)-1 as a hyperfunction in 

accordance with (0.1) and (0.2), and give conditions on the 

singularity spectra of the terms appearing on the right-hand 

side of these equations. In §2, we define our problem, which 

is to determine the effects of a radiative correction-to a ---

charged-particle triangular closed loop. In §3 it is noticed 

that the relevant scattering function is not infrared diver

gent, and has a singular1ty on the Landau surface t = 0 

associated with the triangle diagram. In §4, §5, §6 and §7 

we derive the discontinuity around this surface. The method 

1s the same as was employed in refs 1 and 11: the scattering 

+ - A function f 1s transformed into fl + f , where Q is zero 

in y < 0, and f+ and' f- have plus 10 and minus iO 

continuations around ':fa O. Then fl is the discontinuity. 

The character of the singularity at 

in §8. 
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§l. The Photon Propagator. 

Our first task is to make the Feynman photon propagator 

(k2+iO)-1 well-defined within our framework. Here k is the 

energy-momentum four-vector of the photon, (kO,kl ,k2 ,k
3

) = 
+ 

(kO ' k) and k2 means k2 _ i(2 
0 At k=O the meaning of the 

I 

symbol + iO is not clear, because gradk k
2 vanishes there. 

This is in contrast to the case of massive particle, for which 

the propagator is (p2_m2+iO)-1 (m>O). Then gradp (p2_m2 ) # 0 

if p2_m2 = 0, and the symbol +iO acquires unambiguous meaning. 

(Cf. Ref. 10, p.89.) 

One way, natural both from mathematical and physfcal view

points, is to start from the retarded propagator R(k) and the 

advanced propagator A(k); they are, by definition, given 

respectively by 

(1.1 ) 

and 

(1. 2) A(k) = 

It is known·that each of these two functions, R(k) and A(k), 

can be realized as the boundary value of a holomorphic function. 

(Ref. 10, p.90.) 

More specifically, their singularity spectra are given as 

follows: 
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(1.3) 

k2=0, :':~O, w = c sgn(ko)gradkk2: c sgn(kO)k (c>O)} 

2 2 3 2 
U {(k;/-Iw); k=O, w = w - \ w

J
o ~ 0 and wO>O}, 

def 0 j~O 

(1. 4) 

2 > 0 w _ , 

Here, and in what follows, we identity gradk k
2 with k, using 

the Minkowsky metric. (Ref. 10, p.90.) 

Furthermore, thanks to the four-dimensionality,-we can 

verify that the d'Alembertian (]= a2/ak~ - ! a2/ak~ annihilates 
j =1 J 

both R(k) and A(k). (Ref. 12., p.150.) Hence, Sato's lemma 

on microlocal ellipticity (Ref. 10, p.140) entails 

(1.5) 

and 

(1.6) S.S. A(k) C {(k;l-lw); w2=0}. 

That is, the cotangential component of the singularity spectra 

of R(k) and A(k) are confined to the light cone, provided 

we restrict our considerations to the four-dimensional world. 

These extra relations (1.5) and (1.6) will be used effectively 
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in later sections. 

Now, by the result (A) stated in §o, we find that 

e(kO)R(k), e(ko)A(k) and e(ko ) (R(k) -A(k) )/(-21Ti) are all 

well-defined. Here, and in what follows, e(kO) denotes the 

Heaviside function. Since e(kO) (R(k) - A(k) )/(-21Ti) coincides 

with o(k2) for kO>O, and vanishes identically for kO<O, 

we denote it by o+(k2 ). Then, the massless propagator 

(k2 +iO)-1 is, by definition, 

Note that it can be expressed also in the following form: 

(1. 8) 

(1. 9) 1 21Ti e(-kO)(A(k) - R(k)). 

Summing up, we have 

(1. 10) 

This relation will be used frequently in the ensuing discussion. 
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§2. Definition of the Problem. 

Throughout this article, we denote by D the following 

triangle graph: 

D: 

" / " / 

",~.: .•.. ,. 
, . ... 

Each solid line is associated with a charged particle of 

mass m>O.Each dashed line is -a-neutral particle~ Let 0' 

denote the following graph, which corresponds to an electro-

magnetic correction: 

, 
". 

~ 
" " " 

Here the wiggly line is associated with the photon propagator 

g~v/(k2+iO), where g~V is the Minkowsky metric tensor. We 

call ea~h end point of the wiggly line a photon vertex. 

The modified Feynman function, which is the quantum coupled 

function associated with the graph 0', is given by the following 

formula (2.1). There, and in the sequel, we denote by e a 

constant (electric charge). We also use the symbol ¢ to 

~ - ~v ( 0 3) denote p y~ - g y~pv' where y~ ~ = ,1,2, denotes the 

Dirac gamma matrix. 
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.~ 

(2.1) 

where v. (j = 1,2,3) 
J 

definition, given by 

(2.2) 

with 

is some Dirac matrix, is, by 

= (~l + m)(-ieYu)(~l + t + m) 

(pi m2 + iO)«Pl+k)2 - m2 + iO) , 

and F' Qv is the similar function f0r the other photon vertex. 

As our concern in this article is the infra-red problem, 

i.e., the problems"arising from points near k=O, we neglect 

the ultra-violet problem, i.e., the contribution to the integral 

from large k. 

By performing the A-integration in (2.2) explicitly, we 

find that FQu(Pl,k) has the form 

(2.3) 
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where ~lJ(Pl,k) has a pole on both {pi=m2 } and {(Pl +k)2=m2}, 

and it does not vanish when 
2_ 

k -0, whereas Pll(Pl,k) is the 

sum of terms that do not have these properties. The explicit 

form of ~ll(P,k) is 

(2.4) 2 2 
(Pl - m + iO)«Pl + k)2 - m2 + iO) , 

and the actual computation shows that Pll(Pl,k) contributes 

singularities to FQQ(q) along the leading Landau-Nakanishi 

surface L;(O) that are weaker. than those coming from- ·~~(Pl,.k)-. 

(See re f. 12.) 

Hence the most singular part of FQQ(q) is given by the 

combination of ~ll(Pl,k) and the similar function ~v(Pl+qlJ -k) 

determined by FQv(Pl+ql' -k). This fact confirms a formula 

given in ref. ~ obtained by studying the asymptotic behavior 

of the corresponding function (i.e., the inverse Fourier trans

form) in position space. 

By virtue of these results we may focus our attention on 

the integral ~(q) defined by replacing in (2.1) by 

and F Q"" by. ~ v . 
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§3. Properties of ~(q). 

It is an easy consequence of the results (A) and (B) in 

§O that ~(q) is a well-defined hyperfunction, provided we 

ignore any possible problem associated with the contributions 

at large k. Moreover, near L~(O) its singularities are 

confined to It is also a +iO boundary value along 
+ LO(O). (See ref. 12, Appendix B.) Hence we can consider its 

+ discontinuity a(q) around LO(O). This latter function 

coincides with ~(q) in the +iO-direction (i.e., its difference 

with~(q) has no singularity associated with· +iO-direction), 

and it vanishes below the threshold 

Our specific task here ·is to show that the discontinuity 

is represented as a sum of functions that are determined 

diagramatically, are easily calculable, and, in particular, are of 

the kind proposed by Cutkosky for the massive-particle case. 

From the formula we may obtain the singularity structure of 

~(q) + near LO(O). In deriving the discontinuity formula, the 

factor ~ in the numerator ~~ and ~v playa decisively 

importa~t role; this factor, which the ordinary Feynman function 

lacks, makes the integral convergent near k=O. 
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The Discontinuity around 

We now turn to the derivation of the discontinuity formula 

for ~(q) around the surface Our method is based on 

a graphical analysis combined with microlocal analysis. 

In what follows we identify a graph with an associated 

function. The symbols + , and 

denote (p2_m2+iO)-1, (p2_m2_iO)-1, and 

I ~ respectively 

(-2~i)o+(p2_m2) = 
(-2~i)e(po)o(p2-m2) (sometimes multiplied by pj+m) . Moreover, 

the symbols -~- v + u ..... _._ •• :::> e_! v - II and _ e e 0 e_ e_ ~ • _-

respectively denote g~v/(k2+iO), (-2rri)g~vo+(k2), g~vR(k) 

and g~vA(k). An arrow on a line indicates the direction in 

which the momentum-energy vector p or k flows along that 

line. In what follows, we often suppress ~ and v at photon 

vertices (and hence g~V also) for the sake of simplicity. 

Note that the formula (1.10) (or (0.1) and (0.2» can be 

rewritten diagramatically as follows;-

/+ I 
. 

• 
(4.1) = + ~-e 

I 
e 

= + ~-

The two forms differ only in regard to which direction one 

takes the vector called k to be "flowing along the 

line. 

- 16 -
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For any two graphs Dl and D2 the symbol Dl = D2 

means that the function associated with Dl minus the function 

associated with D2 is a (-iO)-boundary value at a generic 

point of For the sake of the simplicity of notations, 

we will omit the external lines of each graph in the sequel. 

The first step of our graphical analysis is to decompose 

+ 

~ 
+ + 

into 

(4.2) i'h + ~ 
+ + + + 

We call the first (resp., second) graph DO (resp., Dl ). To 

manipulate DO and Dl , we will in the next two sections 

first prepare some auxiliary results. Then the required 

decompositions of D o 

§5. Polar Coordinates. 

and will be given in 

As noted earlier,our reasoning relies heavily on the 

extra factor ~ at each photon vertex. To make full use of 

this factor, we sometimes use the polar coordinate system 

(r, n) in k-space; k = rn (r> 0) with on = 1, where -
- 17 -



Q = <00 , -01 , -02 , -0
3

). Then we put a symbol r on a photon 

vertex if the vertex is associated with a factor ~. Using 

this symbol we obtain the following relation: 

(5.1) 

o 
= + T 

The line segments with a symbol zero represents the factor 

r«pf)2_m2)-1, where p' 1s the energy-momentum vector 

associated with the line, subjected to the constraints 02 = 0 

and (p") = m2 that arise from the slashes on the other two 

lines. Each of these factors associated with the zero line 

is non-singular in (r, O)-variables, since 2 2 p = m > 0 and 

02 = 0 entail pO; O. 

'rhe result (5.1) is an immediate consequence of 

(5.2) 

= 1 1 2 2 0-

p -m tiO 2pO 

(the signs tiO should be uniformly used). 

- 18 -
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§6. Some Auxiliary Results. 

Another needed auxiliary result pertains to the analyticity 

of the function associated with the following graph: 

(6.1) 
.-

'" " '" '" 
r , 

P2 
, , , 

The associated function I(Pl' P2) takes the form (6.2) 

below in the (r, n)-variable. There 0« m is a strictly 

positive constant that is introduced in order to restrict our 

considerations to contributions coming from a neighborhood of 

k ~ 0, and p~v is a polynomial in p and rn: 

(6.2) 

Using the results (A) and (B) in §O, we can easily verify 

that this integral defines a well-defined hyperfunction. 

However, we cannot see immediately that there is no net 

contribution to the singularity from the endpoint r = O. To 

obtain that result we use the following trick: Let us consider 

the coordinate transformation (r, n) ~ (-r, -n). Then, 

I(Pl' P2) can be expressed in the form 

(0.3) . 
« nO-iO) 2_n2) «P l +rn) 2_m2+iO) . 
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This form has no endpoint contribution from r = O. The 

integral given in (6.3) is analytic except at points where 

contributions from the endpoints r = ±o are relevant. To 

convert r(Pl' P2) to the form of (6.3), it suffices to note 

that the (-iO) in the first denominator should be understood 

as -iO/sgn r if r ~ O. This fact, combined with the trivial 

fact that rn is invariant under the coordinate transformation 

in question, guarantees that the integrand of the integral I 

is invariant under the coordinate transformation (r, n) ~ 

(-r, -n). The required result- then follows -immedia-tely. - The -- -

same reasoning gives also this same analyticity property for 

the function specified by the following ',graph: 

(6.4) 

The relations (1.3) ~ (1.6) guarantee the analyticity of 

the functions specified by either 

or 

(6.6) ?>-I + - r 
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In fact, using the results (A) and (B) in §O, we deduce from 

(1.3) ~ (1.6) that the analyticity (at a generic point of 

+ LO(D)) of these functions- fails only when ClIPl + Cl 2P2 = w 

holds for a non-zero light cone vector w with Cl l ' Cl 2 > 0, -
and 2 2 

Cll(Pl -m ) 
2 2 

= Cl 2 (P2 -m ) = O. Therefore 

and hence 2 2 = m2 . But this cannot happen Pl = P2 

as and are of the same sign at the relevant 

pOints. 

It follows from the definitions that 

~ • + 
~ 

-+ + r I~ 
r 

+ ~ • + 
-:'± 

I) -r 

Thus we have the same analyticity property also for the graphs 

(6.7) ~ • + 

!-
I) + 

r 

Combining the graph (6.6) and (6.7) we also find this 

same analyticity for the graphs 

(6.8) ~ I + 
:r 
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§7. Oerlvatldn of a Discontinuity Formula. 

Let us now transform & into a sum of functions 
+ + 

+ supported above the· threshold LO(O), modulo some (-iO)-
+ boundary value along generic points of LO(D). The transfor- ". 

mation given below relies on the results (A) and (B) in §O 

supplemented by the results obtained in the previous two 

sections. 

Let· us first consider DO· Then, using ttle result in 

§5, we find the following; 

ih '" & (7.1) DO :I = . 

+ r + + r + 

:I + 

+ r + 

+ ~ 
+ r + 

+ 

+'r + + r + 
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= 

r 

+ + 

o o 

+ + 

o 

+ 

o 

+ 

o 

+ + 

o () 
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Let OJ (J~2,3,4,s) denote the J-th graph in the last 

expression. Observing the direction of the energy flows, we 

immediately see that D2 , D3 and DS vanish below the 

threshold Hence they are a part of the discontinuity 

function as they stand. To manipulate D4 further we again 

apply (4.1): 

(7.2) = = 

o r + 

+ 

r + r + 

Then, in view of the analyticity established in §6 (which lets 

the small triangle involving the dotted minus line to be 

contracted to a pOint), we obtain 

(7.3) 

o 

The right-hand side of (7.3), which we call Dd , vanishes below 

the threshold + LO(D), and hence it is a part of the discontinuity 

function. 
. 

Combining (7.1) and (7.3), we find that the discontinuity 

function for Do is a sum of the terms D2 , D3, Os and Dd . 
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(7.4) 

Next let us consider 01' For 01' we find the following: 

+ r + 

'" = 

r + 

r + 

.+ 

r + 

Here we have used (1.4) and (1.6) to obtain 

(7.5) ffi '" = 0 . 

r + 

In view of the analyticity for the graph in (6.7), we find the 

discontinuity function for the last term in (7.4) is given by 

(7.6) 

r + 

Combini~g this contribution with the one corresponding to 02 

we obtain, using (4.1), 

(7 .7) 

r + 



Summing up the results obtained so far, we find the 

following formula: 

(7.8) 
+ 

~ 
+ r + 

+ 

a 

+~ 
a 

'" = 

, 

+ 

r + 

ili a 

where each term on the right-hand side is supported in the 
+ region lying above LO(D). 

In what follows, we denote by Db' Dc and Dd respectively 

the last three terms in the right-hand side of (7.8). 

§8. Explicit Form of Da , Db' Dc' and Dd · 

Let us now show that 

(I) The character of the singularity of °a along L;(O) 1s 

the same as that of 6 
- 26 -



and that 

(II) The singularities of Db' Dc and Dd along generic 

paints of L;(D) are strictly weaker than that of Db. 

The assertion (I) is an immediate consequence of the 

analyticity of ~+++ ~ • which follows from (6.7) 

O
r
f 
~. 

and the analyticity ~ 
o 

The analysis of Dc and that of Dd are similar. Let 

us consider Dc. The function associated with 

P2 r 
is, by definition, of the following form: 

(8.1) 

where A(Pl,P2,n) is non-singular. As the end-point 

contribution from r=o does not give any singularities at 

the generic point of + LO(D), we neglect it. Then we find 
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(8.2) 
22222 

(P2-m ) e(P2-m ) 

(2P 2 0)3 

Since P2 0 ~ a at relevant paints, the integral Ic has 

the form 

(8.3) 

where B is non-singular. 

Thus the function correspond1ng to Dc has the form 

where C is non-singular. Hence it follows from a result 

in Ref. 10, p.422 that the above integral has the form 

(8.4) 

where AC is analyt ic and c.p is a defining function of 

(with its sign suitably chosen). This is much weaker 

than Da , which has the form Aa(ql,q2)e(~(ql,q2»' 

Finally, let us consider Db' Taking into account the 
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extra 2 r in the numerator, we find that it assumes the 

following form: 

(8.5) 

+ 2 2 + 22+ 2 2 
x 0 (p -m )0 «ql+p+rn) -m )0 «q2-p-rn) -m ), 

where A is non-singular. By performing the p-in~egration, 

we find the p-integral has the form 

(8.6) 

where B is again non-singular. Let ~(ql,q2,nJr) denote 

~(ql+rnJq2-rn). Then we find 

(8.7) 

On the other hand, the Landau-Nakanishi equations tell us 

(8.8) 

O 2a 2 with a > '" p m J if lies in Hence if 

n2ao and nO > 0, the right-hand side of (8.7) is strictly 

negative. Since ~I • ~(ql,q2) holds, the r-integration 
r-O 

should be done from ~/c to 0 with some non-zero analytic 

function c. Hence, again neglecting the contribution from 
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the end-point r=o, we find that Db has the form 

where C is non-singular. Hence the Q-integration can be 

trivially done to give the form 

(8.H» 

This is again much weaker than Da. Thus we have verified both 

(I) and (II). 
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